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Design name: Lined Paper  

Collection: Utility Paper  

Manufacture: Machine printed.  

Roll Dimensions:  52cm width x 10m length / 20.5” width x 10yd length . 


Colours: Grey on white


Pattern repeat: It is not necessary to look for a repeat the Lined Paper can be pasted up 

as it comes off the roll. 


Information: Turn your walls into a large scale note book by using wallpaper machine 

printed with wide ruled lines. This design are encourages writing on the walls. Looks good 

hung alongside Ledger Paper.




LEDGER PAPER


!  !  

Design name: Ledger paper  

Collection: Utility Paper  

Manufacture: Machine printed.  

Roll Dimensions:  52cm width x 10m length / 20.5” width x 10yd length . 


Colours: Grey on white


Pattern repeat: It is not necessary to look for a repeat the Ledger Paper can be pasted 

up as it comes off the roll.


Information: Wallpaper machine printed with a grid of fine grey lines making up 24 

columns of mainly portrait orientation. Designed to look good however it is hung. This 

paper does not have to to fill a whole room it can be pasted over just half the wall. 




GRID PAPER  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Design name: Grid Paper 

Collection: Utility Paper  

Manufacture: Machine printed.  

Roll Dimensions:  52cm width x 10m length / 20.5” width x 10yd length . 


Colours: Grey on white


Pattern repeat: It is not necessary to look for a repeat the Grid Paper can be pasted up 

as it comes off the roll.


Information: Wallpaper printed with a grid of fine grey lines.	  



GRAPH PAPER 
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Design name: Graph Paper 

Collection: Utility Paper  

Manufacture: Machine printed.  

Roll Dimensions:  52cm width x 10m length / 20.5” width x 10yd length . 


Colours: Grey on white


Pattern repeat: It is not necessary to look for a repeat the Graph Paper can be pasted up 

as it comes off the roll.


Information: 16 squares per inch graph paper machine printed onto a roll of white 

grounded wallpaper. Colouring in squares creates unique personalised wallpapers 

patterns.	  



ASYMMETRICAL GRID 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Design name: Asymmetrical Grid Paper 

Collection: Utility Paper  

Manufacture: Machine printed.  

Roll Dimensions:  52cm width x 10m length / 20.5” width x 10yd length


Colours: Grey on white


Information: Wallpaper machine printed with an asymmetrical grid of grey lines and dots. 

The Asymmetrical Grid Paper  has two variations, a roll with hand written text and a roll 

without. For larger walls you these designs can be combined.




KNITTING GRID
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Design name: Knitting Grid Paper  

Collection: Utility Paper  

Manufacture: Machine printed.  

Roll Dimensions:  52cm width x 10m length / 20.5” width x 10yd length 


Colours: Grey on white


Pattern repeat: It is not necessary to look for a repeat the Knitting Grid Paper can be 

pasted up as it comes off the roll.


Information: Wallpaper machine printed with an asymmetrical grid of grey 

lines, rectangular just like knitting stitches, with every 5 stitch marked off with a heavier 

line.	  



COLLAGE PAPER 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Design name: Collage Paper 

Collection: Utility Paper  

Manufacture: Machine printed.  

Roll Dimensions:  52cm width x 10m length / 20.5” width x 10yd length  

Colours: Grey on white


Information: Wallpaper machine printed with a bold large scale floral design made using 

found weaving patterns. This paper is designed to be cut up and collaged over a 

wall. There is no set intention in how this should be done just suggestions of how it can 

be. The Collage Paper  has two variations, a roll with a cut out pattern and a roll full of 

pattern. For larger walls these designs can be combined.




LIMITED EDITION COLLAGE PAPER                   
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Design name: Limited Edition Collage Paper 

Limited Edition of 29 rolls  

Collection: Utility Paper  

Manufacture: Machine printed grey with hand silkscreen printed red flora & fauna


Roll Dimensions:  52cm width x 10m length / 20.5” width x 10yd length


Colours: Grey & red on white  

Information: Wallpaper hand printed with a bold large scale floral design made using 

found weaving patterns.  Each roll is numbered and signed. ’Collage Paper’ is printed on 

a 10 metre (11yd) roll . The roll provides three drops which have a maximum length of 

333cm (131”). For walls higher than 333cm (131”) custom sizes are availible.


For high res images, to loan wallpapers, or any questions please contact:
T  00 44 (0)1757 248 500 
E office@deborahbowness.com


